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Please amend the claims as shown. Applicants reserve the right to pursue any canceled

claims at a later date.

L (twice amended) A method for asymmetrically transmitting data between an

Internet server and a client over the Internet, comprising:

transmitting from a client a first connection request for setting up a first

transmission channel via an Internet connection to an Internet Server^

transmitting to the client a first response to the first connection request bv the

Internet server, the first response establishing the first te«*grmgyinn channel and including

connection data for subsequently establishing a second transmission ffhft*?*^ via an Internet

connection to the Internet Server:

tmnsmtttipig information to the Internet server bv the client for mamtaining the

first transmiss^ rftfl^neL the information informing the Internet server that there is an intention

to further transmit user data to the Internet server for avoiding cancellation of the first

.

r
transmission channel by the Internet server:

transmitting from -a- the client a second connection request for setting up a second

transmission channel via an Internet connection to the Internet Server using the connection data.

f :

wherein the first and second connection requests are successively transmitted?: and

- frmpufeiijp .to the client a second response to the second connection request bv

the Internet server, the second response establishing the seoonfl
tt^pgiyiigsion channel, wfterejn

the client does not have an own IP address and is thus not visible on the internet,

the first transmission channel and the second transmission channel bidirectionally

- transmit and receive, independently of one another in terms of timing, data between the client

and the Internet Server over the Internet,

the first transmission channel being is used-oo a back channel for transmitting user

data from the Internet Server to the client^gii
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the second transmission channel feeiag is used oa a forward channel for

transmitting requests from the client to the Internet Server., the first and second tronsmioaion

ohoonelo provided oo a distributedDCOM object, and the Internet aoivor boing a DCOM server.

2. (original) The .method according to claim 1, wherein dummy data are

transmitted in the absence ofuser data in order to maintain the transmission channels.

3. (canceled)

4. (currently amended) The method according to claim -4-1, wherein data for

operating and monitoring an automation system is provided over the Internet^ tfte firft

transmission channel used for ftffl^ffing status data ofthe automation system to the client and

the second transmission channel used for transmitting requests from the client to ^e automation

system.

5. (previously canceled)

6. (canceled)

7. (canceled)

8. (canceled)

9. (canceled)

10. (previously canceled)

11. (new) The method according to claim 4, wherein the client is an operator

control and monitoring system which initiates the transmission channels as a DCOM object, and

the setup ofthe connection to the automation system is made via a DCOM server.
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12. (new) A system for asymmetrically transmitting data between an Internet

server and a client over the Internet, the system comprising:

an Internist server; and

a client not having an own IP address and thus not being visible on the internet,

wherein

the client is configured to transmit a first connection request for setting up a first

transmission channel via an Internet connection to the Internet Server,

the Internet server is configured to transmit to the client a first response to the first

connection request, the first response establishing the first transmission channel and including

connection data for subsequently establishing a second transmission channel via an Internet

connection to the Internet Server,

the client is further configured to transmit information to the Internet server for

maintaining the first transmission channel, the information informing the Internet server that

. there is an intention to further transmit user data to.the Internet server for avoiding cancellation

ofthe first transmission channel by the Internet server,

the client is further configured to transmit a second connection request for setting

up a second transmission channel via an Internet connection to the Internet Server using the

connection data,

the first and second connection requests are successively transmitted,

the server is further configured to transmit to the client a second response to the

second connection request, the second response establishing the second transmission channel,

• the first transmission channel and the second transmission channel are configured

to bidirectionally transmit and receive, independently of one another in terms of timing, data

between the client and the Internet Server over the Internet,

I the first transmission channel is a back channel for transmitting user data from the

Internet Server to the client, and

the second transmission channel is a forward channel for transmitting requests

from the client to the Internet Server.
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13 . (new) The device according to claim 12, wherein dummy data are transmitted

for maintaining the first and/or second transmission channel in the absence ofuser data.

.

14. (new) The device according to claim 12, wherein data for operating and

monitoring an automation system is provided over the Internet; the first transmission channel

used for transmitting status data of the automation system to the client, and the second

transmission channel used for transmitting requests from the client to the automation system.

15. (new) The device according to claim 12, wherein the client is an operator

control and monitoring system which initiates the transmission channels as aDCOM object, and

the setup ofthe connection to the automation system is made via aDCOM server.
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